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Sams Teach Yourself Microsoft Project 2000 In 24 Hours
Provides step-by-step lessons on creating schedules, Gantt charts, and budgets,
and creating customized reports with graphics, audio, and video
In just 24 lessons of one hour or less, Sams Teach Yourself Swift in 24 Hours
helps you build next-generation OS X and iOS apps with Apple’s new Swift
programming language. This book’s straightforward, step-by-step approach
helps you quickly master Swift’s core concepts, structure, and syntax and use
Swift to write safe, powerful, modern code. In just a few hours you’ll be applying
advanced features such as extensions, closures, protocols, and generics. Every
lesson builds on what you’ve already learned, giving you a rock-solid foundation
for real-world success. Step-by-step instructions carefully walk you through the
most common Swift development tasks. Practical, hands-on examples show you
how to apply what you learn. Quizzes and exercises help you test your
knowledge and stretch your skills. Notes and tips point out shortcuts and
solutions. Learn how to... Set up your Swift development environment Master
Swift’s fundamental data types and operators Make the most of arrays and
dictionaries Control program flow, modify execution paths, and iterate code
Perform complex actions with functions Work with higher-order functions and
closures Harness the power of structs, enums, classes, and class inheritance
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Customize initializers of classes, structs, and enums Implement instance
methods, type methods, and advanced type functionality Take full advantage of
Swift’s advanced memory allocation Extend type functionality with protocols and
extensions Leverage the power of generics, chaining, and other advanced
features Interoperate with Objective-C code Interact with user interfaces Take
advantage of Swift’s Standard Library features and functions Who Should Read
this Book Beginner-intermediate level programmers Advanced programmers who
are not yet familiar with Swift can benefit
Sun predicts that more Web developers without Java experience will be
migrating to JSP in 2002-2003 and beyond. This is one of few JSP books aimed at
this group rather than Java professionals. Packed with hundreds of practical, realworld examples, this title offers a proven tutorial format to teach JSP in 21
example-driven lessons.
Offers twenty-four lessons teaching how to build next-generation OS X and iOS
apps using Apple's new programming language, with step-by-step instructions
for such common tasks as using operators, iterating code with loops, and
introducing generics.
Sams Teach Yourself Microsoft Expression Web 4 in 24 Hours
SAP in 24 Hours, Sams Teach Yourself
Sams Teach Yourself Microsoft Dynamics CRM 4 in 24 Hours
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Sams Teach Yourself Microsoft Office 2007 All in One
In just 24 sessions of one hour or less, you’ll learn how to build flexible, easy-to-maintain, standards-based
websites with Microsoft Expression Web 3. Using this book’s straightforward, step-by-step approach, you’ll
master the entire process, from concept through delivery. You’ll learn powerful ways to plan, design,
construct, and even redesign websites that are simple to manage and easy to repurpose. Each lesson builds on
what you’ve already learned, giving you a strong real-world foundation for success, no matter what kind of
site you’re building! Step-by-step instructions carefully walk you through the most common Expression Web
3 tasks. Quizzes and Exercises at the end of each chapter help you test your knowledge. By the Way notes
present interesting information related to the discussion. Did You Know? tips offer advice or show you
easier ways to perform tasks. Watch Out! cautions alert you to possible problems and give you advice on
how to avoid them Learn how to… Build your first Expression Web 3 website in just five minutes Establish
work processes for building standards-based sites faster, with far less work Write error-free code quickly
and easily with Code view and IntelliSense Create hyperlinks that simplify navigation, perform actions, and
send commands Understand, create, and modify CSS style sheets with unprecedented speed and accuracy
Use Dynamic Web Templates to consistently format (or reformat) hundreds of pages Implement state-of-theart interactivity with buttons, behaviors, and Cascading Style Sheets (CSS) Publish simple Silverlight
applications and add multimedia content from Flash and other sources Build advanced drop-down and
other CSS-based menus from scratch Learn how and when to use each of Expression Web’s six publishing
options Integrate web application code written in ASP.NET or PHP
Introduces the latest version of the database program and provides lessons on how to create, update, and
modify databases.
In just 24 sessions of one hour or less, you’ll learn how to build advanced web sites and applications with
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ASP.NET Ajax--and upgrade existing pages to deliver more power and business value. Using a
straightforward, step-by-step approach, each lesson equips you with sufficient information and guides you
to mastery of Ajax in real-world applications. One step at a time, you’ll discover how to make the most of
the Microsoft Ajax Library and Ajax Server Extensions. You’ll develop secure, reliable Web services and
applications that solve real problems--including a complete sample e-commerce application. Step-by-step
instructions carefully walk you through the most common questions, issues, and tasks. Quizzes help you build
and test your knowledge. Notes, tips, and cautions point out shortcuts, solutions, and potential problems to
avoid. New terms are clearly defined and explained. Learn how to… Incorporate ASP.NET Ajax into any
new or existing web site or application Use ASP.NET architecture, key concepts, and client-side scripting
techniques Design and build a complete e-commerce application Use ASP.NET Ajax to create higherperformance web applications Use all the key Ajax Server Extensions, including the Ajax Control Toolkit
Work with the ASP.NET Ajax authentication and profile services Extend the Microsoft Ajax Library
Efficiently debug and trace ASP.NET Ajax code Leverage the benefits of Ajax by implementing a sample
application Joydip Kanjilal, honored by Microsoft as an ASP.NET MVP, writes frequently on ASP.NET
and other .NET technologies for web sites such as www.asptoday.com, www.devx.com,
www.aspalliance.com, and www.aspnetpro.com. He is currently lead architect for a consulting company
based in Hyderabad, India. He has designed and architected solutions for various domains. Sriram Putrevu,
lead developer for a consulting company in Hyderabad, specializes in Microsoft .NET technologies. He has
extensive experience developing large-scale applications in healthcare, supply chain/logistics, EAI, and ecommerce.
BASIC APPROACH PLEASE PROVIDE COURSE INFORMATION
Sams Teach Yourself Microsoft SQL Server T-SQL in 10 Minutes
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Sams Teach Yourself ASP.NET Ajax in 24 Hours
Sams Teach Yourself Microsoft Office Excel 2003 in 24 Hours
Sams Teach Yourself Swift in 24 Hours

Offers tutorials covering data-aware controls and Web pages, data organization,
reusable code modules, reports, graphing, and contact and task managmement.
"Plan and perform your Exchange rollout in your enterprise; configure your server
and clients to support a variety of user profiles, including offsite and mobile clients;
streamline your business communication through the use of mailing lists and public
folders; and link your Exchange setup securely to the internet."--BOOK JACKET.Title
Summary field provided by Blackwell North America, Inc. All Rights Reserved
Learn how to how to use C# for Internet programming with the hands-on techniques
and clear explanations. This book discusses some C# features that allow rapid
development of solutions such as garbage collection, simplified type declarations,
and scalability support. The book explains key concepts in a simple and practical
manner. Web Forms and Web Controls usher in an elegant way to make dynamic
Web pages. The book covers these topics with how-to code examples and projects.
One of the newest developments in Internet programming is the use of XML and the
SOAP communication protocol. .NET Web Services harness these two technologies,
and is covered in later sections of the book.
By covering this project management tool, this work offers the reader an
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understanding of the features, functions and best practices of project management.
Sams Teach Yourself Microsoft Access 2002 Programming in 24 Hours
Expert One-on-One Microsoft Access Application Development
Sams Teach Yourself Visual Basic 2010 in 24 Hours
Sams Teach Yourself JavaServer Pages in 21 Days
This is the eBook of the printed book and may not include any media, website access
codes, or print supplements that may come packaged with the bound book. Sams
Teach Yourself Microsoft SQL Server T-SQL in 10 Minutes offers straightforward,
practical answers when you need fast results. By working through the book’s 30
lessons of 10 minutes or less, you’ll learn what you need to know to take advantage of
Microsoft SQL Server’s T-SQL language. This handy pocket guide starts with simple
data retrieval and moves on to more complex topics, including the use of joins,
subqueries, full text-based searches, functions and stored procedures, cursors,
triggers, table constraints, XML, JSON, and much more. Learn how to… Use T-SQL in
the Microsoft SQL Server environment Construct complex T-SQL statements using
multiple clauses and operators Filter data so you get the information you need quickly
Retrieve, sort, and format database contents Join two or more related tables Make SQL
Server work for you with globalization and localization Create subqueries to pinpoint
your data Automate your workload with triggers Create and alter database tables Work
with views, stored procedures, and more
In just 24 sessions of one hour or less, learn how to use today’s key networking
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techniques and technologies to build, secure, and troubleshoot both wired and
wireless networks. Using this book’s straightforward, step-by-step approach, you
master every skill you need–from working with Ethernet and Bluetooth to spam
prevention to network troubleshooting. Each lesson builds on what you’ve already
learned, giving you a rock-solid foundation for real-world success! Step-by-step
instructions carefully walk you through the most common networking tasks. Q&A
sections at the end of each hour help you test your knowledge. By the Way notes
present interesting information related to the discussion. Did You Know? tips offer
advice or show you easier ways to perform tasks. Watch Out! cautions alert you to
possible problems and give you advice on how to avoid them. Learn how to… Choose
the right network hardware and software and use it to build efficient, reliable networks
Implement secure, high-speed Internet connections Provide reliable remote access to
your users Administer networks to support users of Microsoft, Linux, and UNIX
environments Use low-cost Linux servers to provide file and print services to Windows
PCs Protect your networks and data against today’s most dangerous threats Use
virtualization to save money and improve business flexibility Utilize RAID technologies
to provide flexible storage at lower cost Troubleshoot and fix network problems one
step at a time Preview and prepare for the future of networking
In just 24 sessions of one hour or less, you’ll learn how to drive powerful business
results with Microsoft Dynamics CRM 2011! Using this book’s straightforward, step-bystep approach, you’ll learn how to orchestrate successful CRM projects, automate
processes, create more efficient workflows, optimize sales and marketing campaigns,
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and integrate with your other systems to do even more. One step at a time, you’ll
master new features ranging from the new Ribbon interface to SharePoint integration.
Each lesson builds on what you’ve already learned, helping you get the job done
fast--and get it done right! Step-by-step instructions walk you through common tasks.
Quizzes and exercises at the end of each chapter test your knowledge. By the Way
notes present information related to the discussion. Did You Know? tips offer advice or
show you easier ways to perform tasks. Watch Out! cautions alert you to possible
problems and give you advice on how to avoid them. Learn how to... Get a deep jump
start on Dynamics CRM Grasp what is new in Dynamics CRM 2011 Bring together all
the elements of a successful CRM project Understand Microsoft’s roadmap for
Dynamics CRM and prepare for the future Establish a strong foundation by making the
right infrastructure and security choices Use Dynamics CRM to manage sales, leads,
customer accounts, and marketing Efficiently manage your individual contacts and
activities Take full advantage of email, Word mail merge, Excel and Outlook integration
Integrate and automate the way you manage contracts, cases, tickets, schedules, and
time Gain actionable business insights with Dynamics CRM Dashboards and Charts
Add solutions from the MarketPlace that make Dynamics CRM even more valuable
Extend Dynamics CRM with programming customizations and unique features
Vista is the brave new world of Microsoft Windows computing, and with it, what once
was old, is new again. In just a short time, Sams Teach Yourself Windows Vista All in
One will have you up and running with this new, must-have Windows operating system.
Using a straightforward, step-by-step approach, each lesson builds upon a real-world
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foundation forged in both technology and everyday user scenarios, allowing you to
learn the essentials of Windows Vista from the ground up. If you’re a pro or a
newcomer to Windows, you have in your hands the book you need to make the most of
Vista with the least effort possible. Step-by-step instructions carefully walk you
through the most common questions, issues, and tasks, and you’ll learn the extra
under-the-hood features that enable you to leverage Windows even more. Learn how
to… • Do more with Windows Vista in less time • Quickly start using Vista’s new user
interface like a pro • Leverage the power of Vista’s new Aero graphics • Keep oftenused tools and utilities handy by adding Gadgets to your new Windows Sidebar •
Manage your digital picture library with Windows Photo Gallery • Utilize Vista’s
Explorer windows to quickly get to data you need • Master Vista’s new Instant Search
feature, so your files no longer get lost in the shuffle • Use the new Windows Media
Player 11 to manage both your music and video collections • Automate routine
Windows tasks so your computer works while you sleep • Improve security with Vista’s
state-of-the-art Windows Defender • Easily optimize your disk’s files and folders and
configure your home network • Protect your valuable data with Vista’s Backup and
Restore Center • Surf the ’Net with tabbed browsing, manage RSS feeds, and more,
using the new Internet Explorer 7
Sams Teach Yourself Microsoft Office PowerPoint 2003 in 24 Hours
Sams Teach Yourself SAP in 24 Hours
Sams Teach Yourself Basecamp in 10 Minutes
Sams Teach Yourself Microsoft Windows XP in 21 Days
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Examines the new features of the operating system, covering such topics as Windows
XP upgrading and installation, configuring services, menu navigation, Internet options,
and networking.
Provides instructions for building a relational database using Access 2002, discussing
such topics as designing, building, and maintaining database applications;
implementing Data Access Pages; and publishing on the Internet or an intranet.
Sams Teach Yourself Basecamp in 10 Minutes offers straightforward, practical answers
when you need fast results. By working through 10-minute lessons, you’ll learn
everything you need to know to quickly and easily get up to speed with Basecamp. 10
minutes is all you need to learn how to… Choose the right subscription plan for your
needs Get started fast with collaborative project management Customize your
Basecamp workspace Efficiently manage people, companies, and permissions Define,
populate, search, and manage projects Enter and track milestones, “To Do” lists, and
scheduling information Use iCalendar and integrate with your company’s other
calendar tools Post messages and share files Collaborate with Basecamp’s Writeboard,
Chat, and RSS tools Quickly view project activity on the Dashboard Simplify access
with 37signals ID and Launchpad Extend Basecamp with reporting, charting, billing, and
accounting Integrate Basecamp with the iPhone and other smartphones
Thoroughly Updated and Expanded! Includes New Coverage on Cloud Computing for
SAP! In just 24 sessions of one hour or less, you’ll master the latest updates on SAP,
and discover how to succeed with it in real business and technical environments! Using
this book’s straightforward, step-by-step approach, you’ll learn through practical
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hands-on examples and case studies based on SAP’s free demonstration software.
Each lesson builds on what you’ve already learned, giving you a strong real-world
foundation with both the business and technical sides of SAP. Leading SAP architect
and consultant George Anderson starts with the absolute basics…thoroughly covers
core business, reporting, and administration tasks…and takes you all the way to the
cutting edge, including how the cloud might be used to support SAP environments.
Step-by-Step instructions carefully walk you through the most common SAP tasks.
Quizzes and Exercises at the end of each chapter help you test your knowledge. By the
Way notes present interesting information related to the discussion. Did You Know?
tips offer advice or show you easier ways to perform tasks. Watch Out! cautions alert
you to possible problems and give you advice on how to avoid them. Learn how to…
Integrate various cloud resources into your current-day SAP environments Understand
SAP applications, components, and architecture Obtain and install the trial version of
SAP, step by step Use NetWeaver, SAP ERP, the SAP Business Suite, and other SAP
applications Select an access method and create user roles and authorizations
Customize your user interface for maximum convenience and productivity Transact dayto-day business, including sample sales order transactions, personnel updates, and
more Work through complex processes, such as “Order to Cash” Query from SAP and
third-party business productivity tools, such as SharePoint Professionally tune,
maintain, and monitor SAP systems Plan and build new SAP applications Prepare for
SAP projects, including technical upgrades and enhancements Develop your career as
a SAP business or technology professional Dr. George W. Anderson, senior architect
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and SAP Basis Consultant for Microsoft Services, specializes in designing and
optimizing mission-critical platforms for SAP and other enterprise applications. He’s
passionate about developing architectural patterns and tools capable of enabling the
kind of business agility that IT has been promising for years and businesses today need
more than ever. A certified SAP technical consultant, PMI PMP, and long-time MCSE, his
books include SAP Implementation Unleashed and the popular SAP Planning: Best
Practices in Implementation. Category: SAP Covers: SAP User Level:
Beginning–Intermediate
Sams Teach Yourself Microsoft Expression Web 3 in 24 Hours
Sams Teach Yourself MS Access 2002 in 21 Days
Sams Teach Yourself Microsoft Office 2000 in 21 Days
Sams Teach Yourself Microsoft Exchange Server 5.5 in 21 Days

In just 24 sessions of one hour or less, you will be up and running with Dynamics CRM 4.
Using a straightforward, step-by-step approach, this book offers a quick way for you to get
started with Dynamics CRM by leveraging real business examples, practice exercises, and big
picture theory. In addition to learning how to use the core application, you will develop a
deeper understanding of how Dynamics CRM fits into today’s business needs. Step-by-step
instructions carefully walk you through the questions, issues, and tasks most common to
Dynamics CRM. Quizzes and Exercises at the end of each chapter help you build and test
your knowledge. By the Way notes present interesting pieces of information related to the
discussion. Did You Know? tips offer advice or show you easier ways to perform tasks. Watch
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Out! cautions alert you to possible problems and give you advice on how to avoid them. Learn
how to… Orchestrate a successful CRM project Identify building blocks of Dynamics CRM
Automate processes Create and manage your business units and users Use and maintain
security roles Redefine an account Import new contacts and distribute leads Create marketing
campaigns and capture the results Convert a lead to an account and contact Configure your
display Capture contact and activity details Email directly from Dynamics CRM Master
scheduling Integrate Dynamics CRM with Microsoft Excel and other applications Create
simple workflows Customize and add utilities
Showcases the updated features of Adobe's video editing program, explaining how to start a
project, work with clips, use motion settings, create output, and post video to the Web.
John guides the reader through the new and unfamiliar Windows interface, while introducing
the new features. The book provides information in several formats, all integrated with theory,
tutorials, procedures, tips and comprehensive. Topics range from: * Installation of Windows
XP * Whether to upgrade and if so, how to do it * Configuring services and setting up users *
Navigation of the new menus * Explanation of the new internet options, such as third party
cookie alert, firewalls, and web publishing wizard * Registry configurations * Integration
ideas for home networks and explanations about using the networking wizards * Accessory
overview * Using XP on laptops * Working with Linux Maintaining the system & productivity
tips
A guide to Microsoft Word covers such topics as formatting, using columns, adding images,
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and integration with other software.
Using Microsoft Office Project 2003
Sams Teach Yourself Microsoft Excel 2000 Programming in 21 Days
Sams Teach Yourself Microsoft Office Outlook 2003 in 24 Hours
Using Microsoft Project 2002

Visual C# .NET is available as part of Microsoft's Visual Studio .NET suite of developer tools
($1,079 to $2,499) or as a standalone product ($109 before MS rebates). With the initial
release of Visual Studio.NET in 2001, the focus was on the new language C# and not the
developer tool Visual C#. Now that Visual Studio is moving out of the "early adopter" stage and
into general acceptance by the bulk of the developer audience, the trend is toward Visual C#
as a developer tool with less interest in the basis language. Teach Yourself Visual C# .NET in
24 Hours provides readers with 24 structured lessons with step-by-step guidance to real-world
programming tasks including Windows and Web applications. James Foxall moves beyond the
pure syntax covered in most C# books to guide readers through the basics of Visual C# .NET.
Each chapter includes practice exercises, tips, notes, and cautions providing easy-tounderstand advice on how to start programming quickly. Sidebars provide more experienced
readers with tips that will ease their migration from Visual Basic 6 and Visual C++ to Visual C#
.NET.
Build standards-based Web sites with Expression Web: a step-by-step tutorial that helps you
do it right the first time The easy-to-read, hands-on introduction to Microsoft's new Expression
Web 4 Establish work processes for building standards-based web code faster and with much
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less work Covers all the new features in version 4, including HTML5 A complete tutorial: stepby-step instructions, examples, Q and As, quizzes, exercises, tips, shortcuts, and more
Expression Web 4 offers a fundamentally different, more powerful approach to web authoring.
To make the most of it, both beginners and seasoned web professionals will benefit from a
thorough, simple introduction that covers both the programs program's features and its new
workflows. Sams Teach Yourself Microsoft Expression Web 4 in 24 Hours is that book. In just
24 lessons of one hour or less, it will help readers gain true mastery, so they can build state-ofthe-art standards-based Web sites and applications with far less work. In this book's
straightforward approach, each lesson builds on everything that's come before, helping readers
learn all of Expression Web 4's core features from the ground up - including breakthrough
features like Dynamic Web Templates and SuperPreview. Friendly, accessible, and
conversational, it takes readers from concept through delivery, teaching powerful techniques
for designing, constructing, and even re-designing web sites for easier management and
repurposing. By the time they're finished with these lessons, readers won't just understand
Expression Web 4: they'll be comfortable using it in real-world projects.
A guide to the business presentation software explains how to combine text, animation, video,
photographs, sound effects, and narration into a professional-looking presentation.
This edition has been thoroughly updated to reflect a new product incorporated in Project
called Enterprise Project. Topics covered include scheduling tasks effectively and tracking
costs.
Sams Teach Yourself Microsoft Office Access 2003 in 24 Hours
Sams Teach Yourself Microsoft Visual C# .NET 2003 in 24 Hours
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The British National Bibliography
Sams Teach Yourself C# Web Programming in 21 Days

Explains how to use Visual Basic to build functions, arrays, subroutines, string
operators, and variables in Microsoft Excel
Sams Teach Yourself Microsoft SQL Server T-SQL in 10 Minutes offers
straightforward, practical answers when you need fast results. By working
through 10-minute lessons, you’ll learn everything you need to know to take
advantage of Microsoft SQL Server’s T-SQL language. This handy pocket
guide starts with simple data retrieval and moves on to more complex topics,
including the use of joins, subqueries, full text-based searches, functions and
stored procedures, cursors, triggers, table constraints, XML, and much more.
You’ll learn what you need to know methodically, systematically, and simply–in
highly focused lessons designed to make you immediately and effortlessly
productive. Tips point out shortcuts and solutions Cautions help you avoid
common pitfalls Notes explain additional concepts, and provide additional
information 10 minutes is all you need to learn how to⋯ Use T-SQL in the
Microsoft SQL Server environment Construct complex T-SQL statements
using multiple clauses and operators Filter data so you get the information you
need quickly Retrieve, sort, and format database contents Join two or more
related tables Make SQL Server work for you with globalization and
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localization Create subqueries to pinpoint your data Automate your workload
with triggers Create and alter database tables Work with views, stored
procedures, and more Register your book at www.samspublishing.com/register
to download examples and source code from this book.
Demonstrates FrontPage's updated features while reviewing basic Web
publishing techniques.
Provides information about the new lightweight software development
methodology.
Teach Yourself Microsoft Project 2000 in 24 Hours
Swift in 24 Hours, Sams Teach Yourself
Sams Teach Yourself Microsoft Office FrontPage 2003 in 24 Hours
Sams Teach Yourself Microsoft Office Word 2003 in 24 Hours
A beginner's guide to Outlook 2003 provides a self-paced
tutorial that introduces a variety of Outlook tasks and
functions, as well as a number of shortcuts, tools, and
techniques to simplify the use of the latest version of Outlook.
Explains how to use the newest version of Excel to store and
manipulate data, create and use formulas, customize
spreadsheets, integrate Excel with other applications, and share
data over an intranet.
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One Book…All the Answers In just a short time you will be up and
running with Microsoft Office 2007, including Word, Excel,
PowerPoint, Outlook, and OneNote. Using a straightforward, stepby-step approach, each lesson builds upon a real-world
foundation, allowing you to learn the essentials of Office 2007
from the ground up. Thorough instructions walk you through the
most common tasks and show you extra features that make your
Office 2007 documents stand apart from the crowd. Notes present
interesting pieces of information, extra features you can use,
and warnings to protect your data. Tips offer extra advice or
teach an easier way to do something. Learn how to… Leverage New
Features to Do More Work in Less Time Master Office 2007’s New
Ribbon Use Live Preview to See How Changes Will Affect Your
Documents Create Online Web Pages from Your Office Documents,
Worksheets, and Presentations Apply a Consistent Theme to All
Your Documents, Worksheets, and Presentations Format Word
Documents to Grab Attention Without Taking Away from the Message
You Want to Convey Perform Mail Merging with Ease Set Up
Powerful Worksheet Page Formats Drop Audio and Video into Your
PowerPoint Presentations Organize Your Email to Work Smarter
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Locate Outlook Contacts on a Global Map Maximize Note Taking
with OneNote Part I: Introducing Microsoft Office 2007 1 Chapter
1: Start Here 3 PART II: Writing with Word 29 Chapter 2:
Learning Word’s Basics 31 Chapter 3: Making Your Words Look Good
69 Chapter 4: Adding Lists, Tables, and Graphics 107 Chapter 5:
Using Word’s Advanced Features 147 PART III: Working with Excel
Worksheets 201 Chapter 6: Getting to Know Excel 203 Chapter 7:
Working with Excel Data 243 Chapter 8: Formatting Worksheets
with Excel 273 Chapter 9: Creating Advanced Worksheets 303
Chapter 10: Using Excel as a Simple Database 329 PART IV:
Impressing Audiences with PowerPoint 347 Chapter 11: Learning
About PowerPoint 349 Chapter 12: Adding Flair to Your
Presentations 371 Chapter 13: Making More Impressive
Presentations 393 PART V: Organizing with Outlook 429 Chapter
14: Introducing Outlook 431 Chapter 15: Making Contact 475
Chapter 16: Living with Outlook 497 PART VI: Enhancing Your Work
with Other Office Features 517 Chapter 17: Making Notes with
OneNote 519 Chapter 18: Automatic Office 541 Chapter 19: Sharing
Data Among Office Applications 563 Chapter 20: Combining Office
and the Internet 581
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Thoroughly updated and expanded! Includes new coverage on HANA,
the cloud, and using SAP’s applications! In just 24 sessions of
one hour or less, you’ll get up and running with the latest SAP
technologies, applications, and solutions. Using a
straightforward, step-by-step approach, each lesson strengthens
your understanding of SAP from both a business and technical
perspective, helping you gain practical mastery from the ground
up on topics such as security, governance, validations, release
management, SLA, and legal issues. Step-by-step instructions
carefully walk you through the most common questions, issues,
and tasks. Quizzes and exercises help you build and test your
knowledge. Notes present interesting pieces of information. Tips
offer advice or teach an easier way to do something. Cautions
advise you about potential problems and help you steer clear of
disaster. Learn how to… Understand SAP terminology, concepts,
and solutions Install SAP on premises or in the cloud Master
SAP’s revamped user interface Discover how and when to use inmemory HANA databases Integrate SAP Software as a Service (SaaS)
solutions such as Ariba, Successfactors, Fieldglass, and hybris
Find resources at SAP’s Service Marketplace, Developer Network,
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and Help Portal Avoid pitfalls in SAP project implementation,
migration, and upgrades Discover how SAP fits with mobile
devices, social media, big data, and the Internet of Things
Start or accelerate your career working with SAP technologies
Sams Teach Yourself Extreme Programming in 24 Hours
Sams Teach Yourself Microsoft Project 98 in 24 Hours
Sams Teach Yourself Microsoft Windows Vista All in One
Microsoft SQL Server T-SQL in 10 Minutes, Sams Teach Yourself
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